Course outline – 30 weeks
Language: Polish
Level: 3
Course book: Polski, Krok po Kroku by I. Stempek, A.Stelmach, S.Dawidek, A. Szymkiewicz. Polish Language School Glossa (December 2010).
ISBN: 9788393073108
Please note that in level 3 we cover Units 15-26.

Topics and vocabulary

Grammar

Communicative objectives

Future plans

Revision of nominative, accusative, instrumental

Telling your future plans

Weather

and genitive case in singular, and nominative,

Describing the weather

Seasons of the year

instrumental and genitive plural

Talking about likes and dislikes

Months

Personal pronouns- nominative, instrumental,

Saying preferences

Gossips

accusative, genitive, locative, dative case

Describing your mood

Mood

Future tense

Describing positive and negative feelings

Feelings

Time expressions
Adverb and adverbial phrases

Flats and houses

Locative- singular and plural nouns and adjectives

Describing a flat, a house and furniture

Furniture

Prepositional phrases in instrumental, locative,

Telling where something is located (prepositional

Dreams/ Wishes

accusative

phrases)

Rent a flat

Verbs + locative

Talking about dreams/ wishes/ desires

Adverts

Looking for a rent

Travel and travel books

Calling an estate agency

Natural reserves

Talking about countries, places of interests, nature

Railway station and tourist information

Asking about the travel connections at the railway
station
Biography

Ordinal and cardinal numerals in different cases

Telling dates

Year Holidays

Imperfective and perfective aspect of the verbs

Saying birthday wishes

Future plans

Future tense – imperfective and perfective aspect

Telling someone’s biography

Travel itinerary

Talking about the events in the past

On the phone

Making plans for the weekend
Talking on the phone

Compliments

Comparative and superlative form of the

Describing fabric, patterns

Garments

Adjectives regular and irregular forms

Comparing the objects

Appearances

Idiomatic phrases

Describing the appearance

At the hairdresser/ In the gym

Comparative and superlative form of the adverbs

Going to the gym

Parts of body

Regular and irregular forms

Talking about the ailments/ sickness

Health

Idiomatic expressions (body parts)

Asking GP for some advice

At the doctor’s

Condition mood of modal verbs

Making complaints

Complaints
Service sector

Expressing requests, wishes and polite questions

